ABSTRACT
This paper gives the efficient model of the process of detecting the object and analyzing the gesture of an object using the machine learning and computer vision for decision making after surveying various research in the field of pattern recognition. It is based on the object’s behavioural activities, Gesture recognition is very essential for making a decision. This research paper deals with Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). The object is may be hand, face, vehicle etc. In our research work we will extract 3D information about the captured image and calculate the distance of an object from the camera, detect the object gesture further we perform edge detection and then apply vision based and data based object gesture recognition. The implementation of the methodology will be done on the MATLAB tool.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Smart work is essential now a days, it provides the efficient result with accuracy while saving the time. And especially when we talk about making a decision, and our decisions are based on the information that we have. Now, having the correct information is important. Now the question is from where we collect the information? Is it the correct source? So we decided to work on real-time images. We detect the object from the image with the help of algorithms, extract the 3D information from it, apply object gesture recognition techniques for analyzing the behavioural activities or changes of an object that will help us in making a decision. The object may be a hand, face, vehicle etc. Initially, we will take a hand as an object. Study its behavior or gestures through hand gesture recognition technique. To make a computer understand about the objects expressions and gesture is not that easy. Exchanging information through expressions and gestures are non verbally. The expression and gesture of an object is perceived through vision, we can study about it deeply in the research area of computer vision. There is a complex programming algorithm for analyzing the expression and gestures in machine language. The idea is to make a user-friendly interface. According to the need, we use the complex programming and techniques.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
In paper [1], it works on a speech detection algorithm for speech activated hands-free application. Speech recognition provides a way to solve the problem for isolated word speech recognition. Many speech detection algorithms have been proposed for applications in car environments, a good speech detector should be noise robust, accurate and capable of real-time implementation. Normally for good condition moderate noise condition such as SNRs above 5db. However, for the car environment SNRs down to -10 DB. This algorithm contains three major parts: noise suppression, the robust endpoint detection and speech verification. In the first method, we have to, decrease SNRs to -10 DB for the car environment. They analyzed speech detection in several noise condition and consider these all that we have a need for the car environment extract information from that detected information. For this thing, we consider the subspace method and adaptive threshold method for speech detection. From these algorithms, we record the speech and after that step, the next step is speech verification for extract information from speech detection algorithm we compare the different noise suppression at different environment. Then after considering these all information we get a clear speech verification techniques.

In paper [2] they describe sensor ALIS. In 2002 they developed a new handheld landmine detection dual sensor ALIS (Advance Landmine Imaging System). ALIS is equipped with a metal detector and a GRP. It has a sensor tracking system which has record the GRP and metal detector signal with its location. ALIS uses two different systems, namely VNA (Vector Network Analyzer) based GRP and impulse GRP. They use a sensor tracking system. They record the image of recorded data in the graph and a considering information when they stored an image of different soil samples. Then extract the information from the metal detector data using 3D GPR image is reconstructed by the Kirchhoff migration algorithm. After applying Kirchhoff algorithm on recorded data. Basically, they get two types of image: 1. Metal detector image 2. GPR image. These all are tested in CMAC (Cambodia Mine Action Center). There are 14 lanes in lanes in the test site: 6 lanes for handheld types and 6 for the vehicle-mounted type. The Lanes have three kinds of soils and then scanning all types of soil. They get different image and compare these all images data. We get the evaluation of landmine detection.

In paper [3], there are two certain techniques used for extracting the certain part of an image like as for mute people used mainly hand gestures to communicate with another person. This paper explains two different techniques of vision-based hand gesture and one based glove based technique. The vision-based techniques and second is a real-time algorithm. The data glove based technique is a flex sensor based glove. In static hand gesture recognition first, we have to click an image and save that image after that convert that image to grayscale and grayscale to a binary image. Then we apply morphological operation (for removing extra things or background) and to clear the image. Canny edge detection is also used for detection of figure edges and at last used Gaussian filter for clear detection. After edge detection, if we have to find or counting the number of fingers
then change the background pixel to the foreground pixel and foreground pixel to the background pixel to detect it. The number of changes recorded which gives a count no. Of Finger. So in vision-based techniques efficiency for detection is 100% and 86% in data glove based techniques.

In paper [4], they used different techniques for hand detection using arm segmentation from the depth data. This paper describes different techniques and algorithm for hand detection and palm gesture for detect hands and performs gesture recognition an RGD - D sensor is needed because it provides 3D data information like as distance between gesture sharing area and camera. First, they detect the face with RGB frame and then RGB pixel mapped on the depth map.

For extracting hand gesture we apply a convex hull algorithm which connects all the endpoints of hand and then by using area covers on a combination of starts points and end point they extract hand and palm gesture.

In paper [5], it builds upon a creative framework of the MARIACHI program at the stony book university. It integrates a research at the frontier of human knowledge with a broad discovery-based educational program. This project motivates teachers and students to experience cutting-edge technology and learn forefront science. The novel detection technique is radar-based and leads naturally to the implementation of strong educational and research programs in engineering and in particular signal processing. This research paper is mainly based on cosmic rays that collect the information about ultra-high energy cosmic rays. In MARIACHI experiment they use radar, scintillator ground detector, cyberinfrastructure. Overall these all are performed in an order and a number of students work on this experiment under the guidance of their teacher. In this research paper, MARIACHI is a high school project which has been completed by the students under the guidance of teachers.

In paper [6], they describe detecting invalid sample used in verifications and other techniques. In this section, it is given that if we scan the sample of hand or figure there are two type of categorized image:

1. Palm print feature
2. Hand geometry feature

This research paper is focused on second feature hand geometry which uses length, width, height, deviation and angles of a finger. Poor quality images are also responsible for invalid results. They describe three procedure for dealing with low-quality images and that is:

1. Requisitions
2. Quality based processing
3. Invoke human intervention

After these steps when we get object image then we detect the height of the finger and ratio between finger length. Because in general, the human body maintains some proportion (length of hand in approximately one-tenth of man's height. They measured the ratios between a various couple of finger lengths in a large collection of samples then storing these records. We check valid and invalid samples.

In paper [7], we focus on a w-band radar system, which is an excellent instrument for surveillance applications especially under challenging visibility conditions. The w-band radar system is capable to detect small drones. The sensor prevents in this work provides a wide bandwidth with high range resolution enabling not only the detection of objects in the perimeter but also a signature analysis. Using this technique radar is fully coherent. In this research paper, we recorded the drone location with four receiver channels of MORPS ( Multichannel Radar for Perimeter Surveillance ). The whole paper is described UAS ( Unmanned Aerial System ). It is important for the protection of public and private areas. Overall further improvements for an operational UAS - detection radar system in the w-band. In future work, more efforts have to be targeting an enhancing the signal to noise ratio and by this increasing the detection range.

In paper [8], They use CMOS sensor technology for object detection and the main purpose of this research is to reduce the power consumption in hand gesture recognition system. There are two approaches used in gesture recognition.

Lower level for pose recognition and higher level for gesture recognition. Gesture recognition pipelines occur some steps:

1. Image acquisition
2. Hand segmentation
3. Feature extraction
4. Gesture classification
5. Gesture-based interaction
6. Appliance machine

After these steps images send to the image processor (ISP). These are some applications consumers appliance have the same characteristics:

The background is very less likely to change or changes very slowly in such applications except for the light condition changes. Even though the appliance has to continuously monitor for the gesture, the user doesn't control it continuously. This is rather done very occasionally and hand it more likely to move in and out of the field of view before and after almost every gesture. The gesture starts with a preparatory phase and ends with the retraction phase. Reducing the frame rate at the end of the gesture is a relatively simpler problem as part of gesture recognition process. So after the overall description, they used skin pixel percentage in the image for evaluating the performance, they captured the following statics: processed based percentage and false negative. If the percentage of a frame processed is high then lower power saving. After comparing this two static they get output for their program.

In paper [9], they are discussed about multiple hand gesture recognition systems under complex background. They also describe the gestures are of two types static and dynamic. Dynamic is also of three types:

1. Local motions
2. Global motions
3. Local and global motions

First, they used hand segmentation techniques which involves skin colour segmentation. In skin colour segmentation the input image is first taken and then the image in RGB colour space is converted into HCI colour space. After this process, they apply frame differencing. It simply means background subtraction. And then for multiple hands gesture, we use contour matching by applying contour matching algorithm we get multiple hands gesture clearly. Overall in this paper, they used an efficient algorithm for hand segmentation of dynamic hand gestures. They also tested the overall model under different background conditions.

In paper [10], they describe real-time hand gesture detection and recognition using a bag of features and support vector machine techniques. This paper is mainly based on symbol detection or motion detection using a hand. Like that, if we want to swipe left then swipe your hand from right to left. After using the algorithm for extraction of hand the hand gesture area only was saved in a small image, which will be used in extracting the key
points by the scale invariance feature transform (SHIFT) algorithm and then after applying vector quantization k-mean clustering. We get a bag of word vectors and after storing these records if we match like stored data then they perform any action.

In paper [11], we read about adaptive skin colour model for hand segmentation. Hand segmentation is normally the first step in a gesture recognition or hand tracking. In this paper, they give a new technique for hand segmentation of the colour images using adaptive skin colour model. In this method, we capture the pixel value of a person's hand and convert them into YCbCr colour space. The technique will then map the YCbCr colour space to the ccb plane to construct a clustered region of skin colour for space. Edge detection is applied to the cluster in order to create an adaptive skin colour boundaries for classification. The proposed algorithm introduces a new method for segmenting hand using adaptive skin colour model. After this algorithm, we find hand segmentation easily.

In paper [12], they discussed an algorithm for real-time text detection and recognition on handheld objects to assist blind people. First, we take an image and detect an object of interest detection to get the text pattern from the image. And text localization to obtain text regions and to recognize them. Text which is maximally stable is detected using Maximally Stable External Regions (MSER) features. A novel algorithm is evaluated on a variety of scenes. The detected text is compared with the template and convert into speech output. The text patterns are localized and binarized using Optical Character Recognition (OCR). The recognized text is converted to an audio output. The speech output is given to blind users.

In paper [13], they have discussed the algorithm for hand detection for the virtual touchpad. They used the normal method initially they draw a square or rectangular area which can be used for the touchpad and then apply action when the webcam detects any finger in that area. For complete this process for the next step and third step is touchpad detection. But before touchpad detection, we have to analyze edge detection, line segment detection, and quadrangle detection and then, at last, we have to apply hand detection but beforehand detection they also involving some process like as skin segmentation, fingerprint detection and state determination. After they identify the number and position of the fingertips. We determine the state of the system. The state is determined based only on fingertips counts. The state of this system can be illustrated as a finite state machine (FSM). There are a total of a six system states. The states depend on the no. And the type of finger detected. They detect no finger, move the pointer, left click, right click, middle click, gesture mode. In this type, they detect virtual notepad.

In paper [14], they have discussed none contact hand motion classification technique for application to human-machine interfaces. This paper presents an effective none contact technique for the measurement of human hand motion with wireless portable motion detection sensors, this technique allows the detection of the subject hand's movements. This method involves the measurement of the current generated due to the difference in capacitance between the subject's hand and the measurement electrodes in the motion detection sensors. The two motion detection sensors are capable of detecting the direction of subjects hand movement by measuring the time difference of peak of the electrostatic induction current. This paper we describe technique to recognize the direction of the hand movement with respect to the motion detectors sensors under perfect non-contact contains.

In paper [15], they were discussed to extract hand gesture from a complex because in previous use are seeing there is no complex background. So instead of using a simple background subtraction, the proposed system consists of four stages, detection of the appearance of hands, segmentation of hand regions, detection of full palm and hand gesture recognition. Detection of the appearance of hand is to find out when a hand appears in front of the camera. In HCl system, the segmentation of foreground objects such as hands, faces, and so on from the background is a major study for this study. Then detect the colour of the skin and after that segmentation of hand regions. After completing we apply the algorithm for detection of full palm and hand gesture recognition. And then the palm region is segmented from the background and filtered by the algorithm proposed. The palm is obtained and the system needs to know how many fingers have been raised. In order to detect no. Of fingers, the hand of the binary image will be transformed into a polar image for recognition. Polar hand image is a popular method. By this method, we get a proper recognition.

In paper [16], they have discussed convolution neural network based face detection. In this paper, they mentioned both the methods using the handcrafted method and entirely modern approach using a neural network with the help of a machine learning. Face detection is very hard to implement and there are no. Of ways and algorithm to find out the face. In this research paper, they used the handcrafted method with the help of HOG (Histogram Oriented Gradient) and second is LSB. And after this process, we get the face of an object using the neural network, it is implemented theoretically.

In paper [17], they have discussed real-time robotic hand control using a hand gesture. It means if we are doing the movement with our hand then the robot will have to perform the same action. The simple video camera is used for computer vision, which helps in maintaining gesture presentation. This approach consists of four module.

1. Real-time hand gesture formation monitor and gesture capture.
2. Feature extraction.
3. Pattern matching for gesture recognition and command determination corresponding to the shown gesture and performing an action by the robotic system.
4. The object of interest is extracted from the background and the portion of the hand representing the gesture is cropped out using the statistical property of hand. The extracted hand gesture is matched with the stored database of hand gesture using pattern matching.

In paper [18], they have discussed ensemble threshold segmentation for hand detection. This paper proposed an ensemble threshold segmentation (ETS), a method to segment the hand image for hand detection based on skin colour. Finally, the result was compared and analysed the accuracy among the existing colour model, with a threshold value and otus method. At last ETS was implemented with five colour models using the optimized threshold range. The highest accuracy of segmentation method is ETS with the HSV colour model (98.51) and lowest is ETS with YUU (71.18%) ETS and HSV colour model is optimized to segment the hand image for this dataset.

3. PROPOSED MODEL

ALGORITHM

Step: 1- Capture Image.
Step: 2- Subtract Background.
Step: 3- Object/Hand detection based on skin detection method.
Step: 4- Check whether hand is present or not.
(a)- if no then go to step 1.
(b)- if yes then go to the next step.
Step: 5- Discover and extract biggest contour.
Step: 6- Remove unwanted contour.
Step: 7- Locate hand position  
Step: 8- Perform hand tracking.  
Step: 9- Convexity defect.  
Step: 10- Fingertips detection.  
Step: 11- Binary conversion.  
Step: 12- Noise removal apply Morphological transform and smoothing.  
Step: 13- Edge detection.  
Step: 14- Determine the total no. of fingers.  
Step: 15- Find orientation about bounded area.  
Step: 16- Extract the information from hand gesture/Modeling of gesture/Hand gesture recognition.  
Step: 17- Interpret gesture and make decision.  
Step: 18- Apply appropriate action.  

Flow chart

From the above process, we detect the object using machine learning and computer vision for decision making, basically, the aim of our paper is to recognize the object, object position, study the behaviour and gesture of an object for making an efficient and practical decision.

In our paper, we will extract 3D information about the object (image) and calculate the distance of hand (object) from the camera and subtract from the complete length using Depth Data and Static Palm Gesture Recognition. Then we get the image for Hand Gesture Recognition. After that Subtract the background obtained image. We use the Adaptive Skin Color method for detecting our hand gesture. For Edge detection, we are using Convex Hull Algorithm and for counting of a finger we use Vision Based and Data-Based Hand Gesture Recognition Technique then we can able to count the finger. For finding the edge detection of Image, we use Canny Edge detection the . After that overall, we select the contours part or moving part and perform the function for machine learning. Now we extract the meaningful information from observing the behaviour and gesture of an object through an algorithm for decision making. To read that particular gesture and take a decision is not that easy. Here we are using the concepts, techniques and algorithms of machine learning, computer vision and artificial intelligence.

4. CONCLUSION

In this research paper, we are proposing a model for object detection, it may be a hand, face or vehicle. This model is basically for hand detection using the concept of computer vision and machine learning based on the survey for the purpose of making a decision and HCI (Human-Computer Interaction). We have decided the various objects, techniques and algorithm to work on. This is only a proposed model. We are in between of implementation.

5. FUTURE SCOPE

Future scope: In this research paper, we have proposed a model based on the survey. We have decided the concept, techniques and algorithm to work on. We will implement this proposed model. Some modifications are possible.
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